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2019 BULL SALE

Calving Ease. Docility. Performance.

GA REIGN 610
AT 2 YEARS OLD

- 6 sons sell -
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Dear Breeder,

Our sale offering this year combines fresh genetics with proven pedigree combinations, as well as the first sire offering 
from our phenotypical standout Reign (front cover). While you’ll see some exciting and new sire groups in the lineup that 
provide diverse options, our goals remain the same. 

Calving Ease. From birth weight to laboring ease, calf vigor and nurturing ability, we witness and note every birth beyond 
what EPDs can show. We thus ensure our herd utilizes excellent mothers in regard to both nature and nurture from the 
start. These dams pass on valuable learned maternal traits, along with their esteemed lineage and genetic potential, to the 
next generation.

Docility. We bred for this trait long before it became popular — before studies gained attention for proving docile cattle 
gain more and produce higher quality carcass value in feedlot settings. Glasoe Angus began choosing docile pedigrees 
nearly two decades ago, and our cows have generations of built-in human tolerance, working ease and gentle personalities 
backing them. 

Performance. It’s all about the pounds. Once again, multiple prospects overcame a tough spring and recovering pastures 
to break more than 800 pounds for their 205-day weights — an impressive feat for them and our cows who rely solely on 
summer pastures for those gains. 

Of note, two of the scale-stomping prospects were raised by twelve-year-old Pathfinders. Lot 1 and Lot 2 combine real-
world herd sire potential with the tremendous maternal strength and proven longetivity we want. The beautifully 
structured Colossal Anne and Minabelle dams have produced ten consecutive calves with an average wean ratio in the 
110th and 111th percentiles without fail for a decade. They have raised Pathfinder daughters who stand alongside these 
matriarchs to represent the continued fertility, structural integrity and maternal excellence we demand. 

We have high expectations for all of the featured yearling sires in this offering and hope they will benefit your herd for 
years to come.

Sydney Glasoe Caraballo
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Resource continues to earn his reputation as one of the best bulls in the entire Angus breed. His progeny boast superior muscle, fleshing ability, 
phenotype and pure pounds on a moderate frame. Schaff Angus Valley has retained many of his daughters because they showcase excellent 
broodiness, udder and hoof integrity. By the numbers, Resource scores in the top 1 percent for ribeye. He also scores in the top 3 percent for 
carcass weight, top 10 percent for wean weight and the top 20 percent for docility.

His dam, S A V Blackcap May 4136, was the iconic, record-earning revenue cow in the Schaff program. Admired worldwide, she earned 
$9.5 million in direct progeny sales of 191 sons and daughters before she passed away last year. Resource is backed by the legacy of a true 
blockbuster dam. His sire is the famous Rito 707 of Ideal 3407 7075. Resource will continue as a go-to stud for our breeding program due to his 
progeny’s eye appeal and stellar performance in our herd.

LOTS: 1-829, 2-841, 3-840, 4-813, 5-823, 6-858, 7-815, 8-850,  
9-849, 10-860, 11-828

SIRE S A V RESOURCE 1441

DIRECTORY:
S A V RESOURCE 1441 (Pages 1-8) Lots 1-11

V A R HERITAGE 5038 (Pages 9 &10) Lots 12-14

HA COWBOY UP 5405 (Pages 11-12) Lots 15-17

COLEMAN CHARLO 0256 (Page 12)  Lot 18

G A REIGN 610 (Pages 13-14)  Lot 19-24

G A TRIUMPH 622 (Pages 15-17) Lots 25-31
    He Sells! 
G A MONTANA 533 (Page 18)  Lots 32 & 33

GFAR RESERVE E214 (Pages 19-21) Lots 34-42

Sydney Glasoe Caraballo: 678.989.7189 

Butch Haugland: 701.570.3604

Kurt Schaff: 816.520.6447

Amber Haugland: 701.641.8792

SALE DAY PHONE 
NUMBERS:

DESIGNED BY: 
Branded Image and Promotions

McKayla Lura Hagen
701.307.0134  |  branded2012@mail.com

www.brandedimageandpromotions.com

17016597
PRODUCTION/MATERNAL

CED BW WW YW YH
+0 +4.1 +70 +134 +0
SC DOC HP CEM MILK

+1.18 +22 +10.6 -1 +19

CARCASS/$VALUES
CW MARB RE FAT $W $F $B
+64 -.01 +1.12 +.013 +62.40 +89.30 +128.31
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G A REVENUE 841 19227314  03/13/20182

Revenue boasts our most prolific bull-maker pedigree and was raised by our other herd matriarch and twelve-year-old dam, G A Minabelle 
709. She has effortlessly raised ten consecutive calves while earning coveted Pathfinder status every year of eligibility among many 
younger, powerhouse cows. She still looks like she is in her prime and is AI bred yet again this year. Minabelle has generated more than 
$225,000 in sales for Glasoe Angus, to include our 2012 Glasoe Montana sire and his descendants. We have utilized her sons as natural 
service sires to build and improve our herd more than any other dam to date.

Revenue is Minabelle’s heaviest calf yet with a 205-day weight of 806 pounds and the number four heaviest weaning calf in the herd. 
Revenue is a genetic beef leader, ranking in the top 10 percent of the entire breed for wean weight, yearling weight and carcass weight. He 
ranks in the top 15 percent for dollar wean value and dollar feedlot value, as well as in the top 25 percent for dollar beef value.

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

89 814 111 10 at 110 3.98

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+2 +2.2 +57 +106 +28

G A REVERENCE 829 19227306  03/09/20181

Reverence offers a special opportunity for our buyers. The number three bull for a 205-day 
weight of 814 pounds, he hails from a Pathfinder herd matriarch of twelve years. G A Colossal 
Anne 7120, who has raised ten exceptional calves within a 365-day calving interval, goes back 
to our premier foundation female: SAR Colossal Anne 3095 7. She was productive through 
19 years of age, and her pedigree has raised one maternal standout after another in our 
program. These dams offer outstanding fertility, longevity, structural integrity and maternal 
performance that rise to the top year after year.

Reverence’s dam is a true cow maker. One of her Pathfinder daughters raised Lot 27, another 
high-performance son in this year’s sale. Another standout daughter was chosen as our first 
donor female, and one of her ET daughters sold at the invitational ND AA Select Sale this year. 
Reverence is the first son 7120 has raised since 2013; his genetics and pedigree don’t come 
around every day.

Reverence gained 3.98 pounds per day – supported purely by the available summer grass he foraged and his dam’s milk. He exhibits a 
wide stance and top and the sire style that will work hard and well for the commercial cattleman. He offers added weight, muscle and 
volume for progeny, and his daughters would be the kind we keep. He ranks in the top 25 percent or higher in dollar wean value, carcass 
weight, yearling weight, scrotal circumference and milk production.

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

87 806 110 10 at 111 3.95

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

-1 +3.7 +70 +123 +27

Granddaughter of Lot 1’s dam                                                                                                      
G A Colossal Anne 819
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G A RESOLVE 813 19227322  03/02/2018

G A REGAL MONTANA 840 19227324  03/12/2018

Regal Montana is another wide-topped, massive bull rugged made to reign. He offers width, mass and frame and overall eye-appeal. His 
dam is the hard-working daughter of Lot 2’s dam: herd matriarch G A Minabelle 709. Regal Montana ranked fifth for his 205-day weight, 
and he is edging out the competition to rank even higher for yearling weight (yearling weights will be available sale day). His full brother, 
our 2018 sale-topper, sold to Erickson’s of Powers Lake last year.

Regal Montana is the number one Resource-sired bull in EPDs for heifer pregnancy, ranking in the top 15 percent of the breed. He ranks in 
the top 3 percent for carcass weight, top 5 percent for yearling weight, top 10 percent for wean weight and dollar feedlot value, and the top 
15 percent for dollar wean value. 

3

Resolve came out looking like a herd sire within his first week of life. He is a muscular standout with tremendous top, rib and depth. 
He offers a more compact frame without sacrificing on capacity. He ranks in the top 15 percent for yearling weight and docility; the 
top 25 percent for wean weight, carcass weight, dollar wean value and dollar feedlot value and the top 30 percent for ribeye and scrotal 
circumference. He also provides maternal performance with high heifer pregnancy and cow energy value scores.

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

78 759 104 4 at 101 3.78

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+6 +2.4 +61 +115 +22

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

83 804 110 4 at 105 4.04

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+4 +2.1 +67 +125 +25

4

Our sale offering this year combines fresh genetics with proven pedigree 
combinations, as well as the first sire offering from our phenotypical standout 
Reign (front cover). While you’ll see some exciting and new sire groups in 

the lineup that provide diverse options, our goals remain the same.
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Resource 858 – by the EPDs – offers the highest calving ease direct score of the Resource sons, as well as the highest yearling weight score. 
He ranks in the top 30 percent or higher of the breed in 10 EPDs. Whether you’re attending to wean weight, milk production, ribeye, or 
dollar beef value, this bull exhibits multi-trait excellence and phenotypical strength and correctness.

G A RESOURCE 858 19235292  03/20/2018

G A RESOLUTION 823 19227340  03/06/20185

Resolution may be the deal of the sale. His ears were nipped during the harsh spring, but his performance has been record-breaking. This 
muscular, lengthy bull earned the heaviest wean weight we’ve ever witnessed at Glasoe Angus. Coming in at a modest 76 pounds, this bull 
broke our 205-day weight record at 864 pounds. His dam thus boasted a birth weight ratio in the 95th percentile and a wean weight ratio in 
the 119th percentile for her third calf, earning her Pathfinder status her first year of eligibility. Her pedigree goes back to Glasoe’s Gumbo 840 
– a 2008 son who first broke the 800-pound mark years ahead of his herd contemporaries.

Without supplement to him or his dam, Resolution weighed an impressive 196 pounds more than the 2018 breed average. Based on several 
weigh-ins since, he should earn our top one or two yearling weight as well. Of note, he was our lightest, yet heaviest Resource son.

He ranks in the top 2, 3, 5 and 10 percent for wean weight, yearling weight, dollar wean value and carcass weight in the breed. He ranks in 
the top 35 percent or higher for docility, ribeye, dollar feedlot value, dollar beef value, heifer pregnancy and milk production. By the EPDs, 
he provides multi-trait excellence in every sector of production, maternal, carcass and dollar value.

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

83 765 104 4 at 102 3.88

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+7 +2.2 +71 +133 +28

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

76 864 118 3 at 113 4.24

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+3 +2.2 +76 +130 +28

6

G A REWARD 815 19227318  03/03/20187
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

78 773 106 5 at 108 3.85

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+5 +.9 +58 +108 +23
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G A REFINE 860 19227332  03/21/201810

G A RESOURCE 828 19227348  03/08/201811

G A RESOURCE 849 19227327  03/16/20189

Resource 849 exhibits the length and capacity of his dam and the muscle and fleshing ability of his sire. He ranks in the top 25 percent or 
higher in wean weight, yearling weight, carcass weight and ribeye. His full sister, G A Colossal Anne 753, sold for $5,750 as an open heifer 
at the North Dakota Angus Association State Select Sale last year.

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

90 693 95 2 at 98 3.3

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

-6 +5.2 +60 +111 +24

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

80 760 104 3 at 106 3.79

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+3 +2.5 +59 +108 +28

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

86 773 106 4 at 103 3.91

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+0 +3.3 +60 +109 +24

G A REALTY 850 19227359  03/17/20188
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

83 802 110 2 at 111 3.87

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

-2 +.7 +58 +102 +23

Full sister to Lot 9
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Heritage represents a new genetic opportunity for our buyers. The 
$60,000 bull of the 2016 Vintage Angus Bull sale, Heritage provides true 
multi-trait excellence and outcross pedigree. His marbling and quality 
grid dollar value place his carcass quality at the very top of the breed, along with a huge ribeye. If you want to raise Certified Angus Beef 
qualifying cattle, this sire offers exceptional quality and quantity in his genetics. 

Heritage ranks in the top one percent for dollar beef value and ribeye. He ranks in the top 10 percent or higher in 14 EPD categories — wean 
weight, yearling weight, docility, milk and nearly every carcass and dollar index value. One of his daughters sold as the top open heifer for 
half interest for $150,000 in last year’s sale. His sire, Generation 2100, is out of the $3 million producer, Sandpoint Blackbird 8809. The dam of 
Heritage is out of DRMCTR 1I1 Rita 6108, and she remains the most proven carcass cow in the breed.

Our Heritage sons and daughters are absolute sweethearts who manage to combine great personality with performance. Heritage’s three sons 
ratioed in the 105th percentile for wean weight against our other reference sires. These sons exhibit extra capacity and a sheer volume of pound 
potential on a substantial frame.

LOTS: 12 -812, 13-817, 14-833

SIRE V A R HERITAGE 5038
18066052

PRODUCTION/MATERNAL
CED BW WW YW YH

+5 +1.6 +69 +124 +1.0
SC DOC HP CEM MILK

+1.39 +31 +11.3 +12 +32

CARCASS/$VALUES
CW MARB RE FAT $W $F $B
+60 +.96 +1.09 +0 +70.83 +100.60 +191.53

G A HEAVYWEIGHT 812 19227315  03/01/2018

Heavyweight is a rough-made, rancher’s kind of bull with immense capacity and frame to produce a sheer volume of pounds and bone. His 
paternal pedigree is new at Glasoe Angus, it won’t be found in other registered herds in the area, and it offers outcross excellence. 

Heavyweight was an easily delivered 76 pounds at birth and earned our second heaviest 205-day weight of 842 pounds. His dam, G A Colossal 
Anne 224, is an absolute bull maker and our top performing dam in the herd. She boasts a nurse ratio in the 113th percentile on five consecutive 
calves – four bulls and one daughter. Her first calf sold to Greenfield Angus in 2015. We decided to collect semen on her second son, G A 
Dakota 571, before he went to Lowell Meyers’ ranch. Our Dakota daughters will calf this spring and have excelled in herd performance so far. 

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

76 842 115 5 at 113 4.18

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+6 +2.2 +65 +125 +35

12
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G A HERO 817 19227345  03/04/2018

G A HERITAGE 833 19227330  03/09/2018

The hero of the Heritage sons in eye appeal, Hero is the careful breeding result of line-bred pedigree with Connealy Consensus 7229 in 
both the maternal and paternal lineage. Consensus 7229 was the number three bull in the breed for Pathfinder daughters in the 2018 Angus 
Pathfinder Report, and he ranked number one in percentage of Pathfinders out of eligible daughters of the top 15 bulls. Hero’s 2015 dam is 
on track herself to earn Pathfinder status with a calving interval of 351 days and a wean ratio of 107 on her first two calves. She is AI bred, 
and so is her top prospect first calf heifer (We AI bred her to Genesis.) Hero’s dam, G A Minabelle 512, is a daughter to the dam of Lot 3 and 
granddaughter to the herd matriarch dam of Lot 2. 

Hero’s maternal lineage is a bull-making trilogy of excellence, but these dams also attest to superb fertility, longevity and sheer maternal 
performance. He scores in the top 5 percent for milk production and the top 15 percent for calving ease maternal. We plan to collect semen 
from Hero with anticipation of not only his sons, but his daughters.

Hero also boasts great calving ease direct combined with wean and yearling production excellence in his genetically enhanced EPDs. He 
ranks in the top 3 and 4 percent for wean weight and yearling weight. His carcass and $ Value EPDs are outstanding: he ranks in the top 5 
percent for marbling, the top 10 percent for carcass weight, top 1 percent for dollar wean value, and top 4 percent in dollar feedlot value, 
dollar quality grid value and overall dollar beef value. Of final note, those values place him well within Certified Angus Beef expectations.

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

78 664 91 3 at 96 3.26

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+6 +.6 +40 +78 +30

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

78 792 108 2 at 107 3.76

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+8 +1.7 +74 +129 +33

13

14

Colossal Anne’s outstanding 2017 son, Genesis, is pictured on the back of the catalog. Co-owned with Stony Creek Angus, we believe he may 
be one of the best bulls we have ever raised. Genesis exhibits a mighty birth to wean spread, heifer breeding ability and a maternal powerhouse 
backing him. Of note, he weighed 74 pounds at birth, 863 pounds at 205 days and 1,425 pounds on his birthday.

Heavyweight boasts the same lineage and genetic potential as Genesis for our buyers while also adding Summitcrest Complete, which we 
haven’t utilized before. 

Heavyweight earns the highest dollar beef value of all our sires in this year’s sale at +186.38 – ranking in the top 1 percent of the breed. He 
ranks in the top 2 percent for carcass weight, 3 percent in milk production, 4 percent in dollar feedlot value and 5 percent in yearling weight. 
He ranks in the top 25 percent or higher of the breed in a whopping 16 EPD categories. The final achievement in Heavyweight’s genomic 
profile is his stellar dollar quality grid and marbling score. His genetics will provide super beef volume with highly sought-after Certified 
Angus Beef quality.

Calving Ease. Docility. Performance.
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BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

72 779 107 1 at 107 3.46

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK
+10 +1.6 +70 +125 +22

G A COMMAND 802 19227372  02/13/2018

Cowboy Up generated plenty of excitement when he sold for $350,000 in 
2016. He offers sound, improving hoof structure and bone, length of spine 
and a wide base. He is a thick-made bull that ranked third in the nation for 
progeny registered in 2018 — just behind Resource. He ranks in the top 3 and 2 percent for wean and yearling weight.

Raised near Malta, Montana, Cowboy Up weighed 952 pounds at weaning. He packed on an average of 4.25 pounds per day until his birthday 
and weighed 1,609 pounds. He boasts great growth on a moderate frame. His sons are stout, and his daughters are feminine and long-bodied. We 
will be retaining several of his daughters in our herd to calf as replacement heifers.

LOTS: 15-802, 16-807, 17-822

SIRE HA COWBOY UP 5405
18286467

PRODUCTION/MATERNAL
CED BW WW YW YH

+8 +2.5 +76 +138 +.3
SC DOC HP CEM MILK

+1.45 +10 +9.1 +5 +11

CARCASS/$VALUES
CW MARB RE FAT $W $F $B
+62 +.33 +.54 -.011 +48.85 +111.85 +161.66

15

Lot 15, aptly named, commands double digit calving ease direct on heifers while promising huge growth potential for wean and yearling 
weights on calves. His hard-working heifer dam earned a 106 nurse ratio on his 779 pounds at 205 days. She boasts seven Pathfinders out 
of eight pedigrees and carries the lineage of S A V Net Worth 4200, Connealy Forward, Connealy Impression and G A R Predestined. A 
testament to her fertility, she is AI bred yet again. Command’s maternal lineage also contains the dam of Lot 1.

Command exhibits multi-trait excellence scoring in the top 25 percent or higher in 12 EPD categories. He has exceptional marks in wean and 
yearling weight, feedlot value and dollar beef value.

G A COALITION 807 19227354  02/23/2018
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

76 775 106 2 at 105 3.64

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+4 +2.3 +73 +120 +24

16

Coalition looked like a herd sire from his first week of birth and will offer volumes of pounds based on his EPDs. His dam, a Montana 216 
daughter, comes from our Ebony lineage and is on track to earn Pathfinder status with her third AI bred calf due this spring. 

He ranks in the top 10 percent or higher in wean weight, yearling weight, carcass weight, dollar wean value, dollar feed value and dollar beef 
value with a +168.86 score.
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Coleman Charlo is the grandsire to the record-selling S A V America, who sold in February for $1.52 million dollars to Herbster Farms in 
Nebraska. Charlo provides a unique heifer bull option for producers. His progeny are low birth-weight and easy calving with small to 
moderate frames, and yet they exhibit easy fleshing, muscle and stoutness as they mature.

He scores high on the maternal traits of milk production and cow energy value, and is in the top one percent for $ weaned calf value. We 
test-bred him to one of our Resource daughters, and her heifer so far looks to be the easy-fleshing, small-framed cow that could produce a calf 
nearly her mature weight and be a great fit for the commercial producer if she raises more just like herself. 

Charlo’s Lot 18 son offers a new pedigree in our heifer bull offering. His dam delivered him in less than an hour from start to finish, and he was 
up and sucking within minutes. He is a smaller-framed bull that should produce calves that come easy and whose daughters should limit or 
reduce mature frame size in your herd.

LOT: 18-845 

SIRE COLEMAN CHARLO 0256
16879074 PRODUCTION/MATERNAL

CED BW WW YW YH
+12 -.2 +50 +92 -.9
SC DOC HP CEM MILK

+1.65 +4 +6.7 -3 +27

CARCASS/$VALUES
CW MARB RE FAT $W $F $B
+20 +.50 +.59 +.057 +85.37 +38.26 +74.18

G A CHARLO 845 19227334  03/15/201818
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

74 625 85 3 at 90 3.09

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK
+11 -.2 +42 +80 +24

G A COWBOY 822 19227341  03/06/2018
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

72 722 99 2 at 98 3.42

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+8 +.6 +68 +117 +17

17
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Reign, pictured on our front cover, exudes sheer muscle and sire dominance in his eye appeal. He is one of the most easy fleshing, athletic 
and powerful bulls we have raised. Reign hails from a beautiful, moderate P A Safeguard daughter and Resource. His first progeny were born 
last spring, and his sons exhibit moderate frames, wide stances and stoutness. These sons are on average a full month younger than other AI 
contenders, but they are exhibiting ample muscle and herd sire appearance. Reign truly stamps his progeny.

We will use Reign in our breeding lineup this summer for the third year in a row and are quite excited to see how his nine daughters perform 
as mothers next spring. His daughters as a group excelled in phenotype and 205-day weights. Reign’s daughters averaged an outstanding 704 
pounds on moderate frames. Resource’s nine daughters averaged 682 pounds in comparison.

Reign’s pedigree offers capacity, as well as phenotype style and strength on a small to moderate frame. He ranks in the top 4 percent for ribeye 
and 25 percent or higher for heifer pregnancy, carcass weight, yearling weight, feedlot value and scrotal circumference. The pick of our 2016 
Resource sons, we have Reign semen available for sale.

LOT: 19-847, 20-869, 21-863, 22-865, 23-880, 24-879 

SIRE G A REIGN 610
18600370

PRODUCTION/MATERNAL
CED BW WW YW YH

+1 +3.3 +56 +111 -.2
SC DOC HP CEM MILK

+1.56 +8 +12.9 +3 +23

CARCASS/$VALUES
CW MARB RE FAT $W $F $B
+58 ++.08 +.93 +.030 +45.47 +71.05 +132.86

G A REIGN 847 19227310  03/15/201819

Lot 19 pays homage to both of our Glasoe reference sires utilized this year: Reign and Triumph. He is a maternal brother to Triumph and the son 
of Reign and displays the bone, length and muscle these two pedigrees combine. His Pathfinder dam sold as a replacement female in our fall sale 
this year.

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

78 736 101 6 at 104 3.71

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+5 +1.4 +55 +104 +24
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G A REIGN 863 19227346  03/22/2018

G A REIGN 880 19227317  04/13/201823

Lot 21 showcases the Schaff Angus Valley beef power of both Resource and International 2020 and Glasoe Angus Pathfinder dams in the 
maternal and paternal pedigrees. Lot 21’s dam is an International daughter backed by a Pathfinder dam who was a productive fifteen-year-
old when we sold her.

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

80 738 101 2 at 104 3.57

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+0 +3.4 +55 +103 +25

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

76 713 97 5 at 100 3.7

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+5 +1.8 +53 +100 +24

21

G A REIGN 865 19227307  03/25/201822
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

80 686 94 9 at 101 3.39

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+2 +2.4 +45 +86 +25

G A REIGN 879 19227313  04/12/201824
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

76 668 91 5 at 99 3.47

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+6 +1.6 +44 +85 +26

G A REIGN 869 19227351  03/27/2018
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

83 756 103 2 at 100 3.68

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

-1 +4.1 +62 +114 +21

20

Lot 20 is the attractive pairing of our Ebony and PA Power Tool pedigree with Reign. He scores in the top 25 percent or higher in wean weight, 
yearling weight heifer pregnancy, carcass weight, and dollar feedlot value.

His Ebony dam provides excellent nurturing skills and breed broodiness. His daughters should be highly fertile, moderate-framed and well-
uddered with the ability to raise calves that pack on the pounds.
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Triumph is stacked with multi-trait excellence as a second-generation Glasoe Angus bull with Glasoe genetics in both the paternal and 
maternal pedigrees. He boasts six out of eight Pathfinder sires and dams in his lineage. We sold his Pathfinder dam to the Dahls of Keene, 
ND, in our female sale this fall. His paternal Pathfinder great granddam, G A Colossal Anne 7120, and Pathfinder granddam, G A Anne 113, 
continue to raise natural calves in our herd. 7120’s son is Lot 2 in this sale, and 113 raised a great heifer this past year while also serving as a 
donor cow in our embryo program. His maternal granddam lived fourteen years and weaned off twelve consecutive calves with an average 
365-day calving interval. The great sires Connealy Impression and Connealy Forward, CAR Duke 104 and G A R Predestined carry on in 
Triumph’s lineage.

Triumph provides mass, substantial frame and good bone. His calves were delivered with ease and competed quite well with AI herd sire 
progeny in their gains. His eight sons and daughters all weighed between 72 and 80 pounds, and his five sons born between the end of March 
and April averaged 760 pounds at 205 days. (Heritage sons averaged 766 pounds, and Cowboy Up sons averaged 759 pounds).

Triumph ranks in the top 25 percent or higher in 12 traits. From docility to heifer pregnancy, carcass weight, ribeye, milk and $ beef value, this 
bull and his progeny have a lot to offer. We also have his semen available for sale.

LOTS: 25-622, 26-876, 27-878, 28-873, 29-870, 30-885, 31-889

SIRE G A TRIUMPH 622
18600334

PRODUCTION/MATERNAL
CED BW WW YW YH

+9 +2.1 +66 +115 +.7
SC DOC HP CEM MILK
+.82 +22 +15.5 +9 +26

CARCASS/$VALUES
CW MARB RE FAT $W $F $B
+56 +.65 +.78 +.019 +62.76 +73.74 +156.71

HE SELLS ALONGSIDE 
HIS SONS!

25LOT

Birth Date          03/07/2018
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

80 725 102 6 at 104 3.63

The 
Caraballo 

Boys
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G A TRIUMPH 878 19227337  04/10/2018
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

76 756 103 2 at 105 3.83

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+8 +1.1 +59 +104 +29

27
Lot 26 combines calving ease with excellent growth potential, frame and mass. He ranked sixth in overall 205-day weights, third in 
average daily gain and hails from one of our deep-ribbed Pathfinder dams. His dam, G A Anne 266, is the daughter of the dam of our Lot 
1 bull and Connealy Impression. Our Impression daughters are maternal standouts and produce stylish and eye-appealing progeny. Lot 
26 ranks in the top 30 percent or higher of the breed in nine categories. 

G A TRIUMPH 876 19227386  04/08/2018
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

80 797 109 5 at 106 4.11

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+7 +1.3 +64 +107 +29

26

Lot 27 offers both maternal and carcass traits for his progeny. He scores in the top 10 percent of the breed for heifer pregnancy and has a 
calving ease maternal score of +9, which is balanced by his calving ease direct score of +8. He offers great milk production in the top 20 
percent. His dam is a G A Montana 216 daughter and displays nurturing ability and solid structure and hooves. Lot 27 also ranks in the 
top 30 percent for wean weight, yearling weight, carcass weight, and overall dollar beef value.

Calving Ease. From birth weight 
to laboring ease, calf vigor and 
nurturing ability, we witness and 

note every birth beyond what 
EPDs can show. We thus ensure 

our herd utilizes excellent mothers 
in regard to both nature and 

nurture from the start. These 
dams pass on valuable learned 

maternal traits, along with their 
esteemed lineage and genetic 

potential, to the next generation.

Scaling old 
fence gate
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19227333  03/30/201829 BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

78 734 100 3 at 101 3.69

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+7 +1.9 +54 +96 +26

G A TRIUMPH 870

19227343  04/30/201830
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

76 729 100 2 at 107 3.64

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+8 +2.0 +57 +104 +27

G A TRIUMPH 885

19227311  05/27/201831
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

78 673 92 6 at 103 3.73

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+8 +1.8 +55 +97 +27

G A TRIUMPH 889

Lot 28 weighed a robust 786 pounds at 205 days and offers production performance, along with a less common pedigree found in our 
genetics. His G A Mag 547 dam comes from a deep-ribbed, broad flanked maternal lineage and our Complete sire, who was backed by MF 
Destroyer 093 and S A F Connection. He ranks in the top 20 percent or higher for wean, yearling, milk and dollar feedlot EPDs.

G A TRIUMPH 873 19227385  04/03/2018
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

76 786 107 2 at 103 3.85

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+6 +108 +63 +113 +29

28
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Montana is a thick-rumped, volume bull that boasts G A Minabelle 
709 pedigree on both his paternal and maternal pedigrees, as well as 
the foundational Colossal Anne dam productive in our program for 19 years. We collected semen from him before he sold in 2016. Besides 
heifer bull pedigree, his maternal traits are excellent. He ranks in the top 3 percent of the breed for heifer pregnancy (his daughters have an 
exceptional probability of getting pregnant in a normal breeding season), top 15 percent for calving ease maternal and top 30 percent for cow 
energy value.

Montana has two sons featured in this year’s lineup: Lot 32 and 33. Both lots offer heifer bull status and comfort for calving ease. Lot 32 ranks 
in the top 35 percent or higher for both calving ease direct (how easily first calf heifers will deliver his progeny) and calving ease maternal (how 
easily his daughters will calve as first calf heifers). Lot 33 ranks in the top 10 percent or higher in both categories and offers a strong maternal 
index for those wanting to retain daughters. He ranks in the top 25 percent or higher in heifer pregnancy and cow energy value.

LOTS: 32-838, 33-891

SIRE G A MONTANA 533
18314470

PRODUCTION/MATERNAL
CED BW WW YW YH
+12 +.9 +55 +95 +.8
SC DOC HP CEM MILK

+1.45 +19 +16.5 +12 +21

CARCASS/$VALUES
CW MARB RE FAT $W $F $B
+36 +.48 +.24 +.056 +53.65 +47.15 +108.86

19227347  03/12/201832 BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

76 683 93 2 at 101 3.26

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+9 +1.0 +48 +87 +24

G A MONTANA 838

19285773  03/04/201833
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

69 690 91 3 at 94 3.02

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK
+15 -1.3 +53 +85 +23

G A MONTANA 891

GLASOE ANGUS.COM
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We purchased Reserve in 2017 from Greenfield Angus. We bought this bull to service heifers and because he was a son of our Reserve 
Champ 404, who hails from one of our top performing dams. Reserve offers exceptional calving ease, calf vigor, frame and docility. All 
of his fifteen calves were delivered with ease, exhibited early vigor standing up and sucking quickly and have been easy to work with 
from day one.

We would use every single one of Reserve’s nine sons with confidence on our heifers. His sons all score in the top 35 percent or higher 
for calving ease direct on heifers. Those with a +12 CED rank in the top 10 percent of the breed for calving ease. Reserve’s pedigree also 
carries an excellent milk score, as well as excellent marbling and quality grid dollar value, which translates to CAB quality beef.  

SIRE GFAR RESERVE E214

18698315
PRODUCTION/MATERNAL

CED BW WW YW YH
+14 -1.6 +45 +88 +.6
SC DOC HP CEM MILK

+1.34 +16 +10.1 +5 +28

CARCASS/$VALUES
CW MARB RE FAT $W $F $B
+25 +.67 +.41 -.022 +46.71 +44.88 +104.61

19227369   03/15/201834
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

69 690 94 1 at 94 3.14

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK
+10 -.3 +46 +86 +29

G A RESERVE 846

19285774   03/25/201835
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

65 694 95 1 at 95 2.99

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK
+10 +.1 +47 +89 +27

G A RESERVE 892

LOTS: 34-846, 35-892, 36-854, 37-866, 38-864, 39-830, 40-884, 41-877, 42-839

Pictured: V A R Reserve 1111 grandsire of GFAR Reserve E214
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19227373   03/23/2018
38G A RESERVE 866

19227381   03/26/2018
37 G A RESERVE 864

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

67 643 88 1 at 88 2.93

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK
+12 -.5 +34 +69 +29

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

65 714 98 1 at 98 3.29

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK
+11 -.5 +46 +90 +29

19227384   03/18/201836
BIRTH 

WEIGHT
205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

74 636 88 2 at 95 3.08

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK
+11 +.4 +49 +86 +27

G A RESERVE 854

Ashley Stanton of GA visits the herd
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G A RESERVE 839
19227383   03/12/2018

42

G A RESERVE 884
19227376   04/28/2018

40G A RESERVE 830
19227362   03/09/2018

39

G A RESERVE 877
19227367   04/08/2018

41

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

74 654 89 1 at 89 3.05

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+9 +.6 +45 +87 +28

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

76 733 100 1 at 100 3.51

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+8 +1.1 +53 +99 +27

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

65 625 85 1 at 85 2.81

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK
+12 -1.2 +38 +72 +25

BIRTH 
WEIGHT

205 ADJ. 
WEIGHT NR DAM’S 

PROGENY AVG. WDA

72 639 87 1 at 87 2.87

EPDS
CED BW WW YW MILK

+9 +.6 +44 +88 +28

Riley Jo with her 
ranch rodeo team
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SALE INFO:
Location: 

Sitting Bull Livestock Auction, Williston, ND, 
701.572.6701

 
Lunch:

Served before the sale and begins at 11:30 a.m.
 
Health:

Bulls have been vaccinated with Bovi-Shield Gold 5 and 
Oneshot Ultra 7, poured with Dectomax and have been 
given their first round of foot rot vaccination. It is the 
responsibility of the buyer to provide the second round. 
Health papers will be furnished to cattle going out of state.

 
Feeding:

The bulls have been fed a high-roughage program 
of long hay, a hay and corn silage mix, and Purina 
accuration. We did begin feeding differently this winter 
in comparison to years past. In February we reduced 
their accuration levels and added alfalfa as a rough 
forage. We offer $100 off sale price if the bull is picked

up day of the sale. We charge $75 per month for each 
month we feed the bulls/prorated at $2.50 per day. 

 
Papers:

Papers will be furnished upon request. We reserve 1/3 
semen interest in all bulls that are sold.

 
Terms:

All animals will sell fully guaranteed according to 
the terms and conditions of the American Angus 
Association.

 
Purchaser’s Risk:

Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as 
soon as sold, but shall be the obligation of the seller to 
see that animals are fed and cared for free of charge 
to purchaser until loaded for shipment or until the 
expiration of forty-eight (48) hours after the sale.

 
Attendance:  

All persons who attend the sale do so at their own risk. We 
assume no liability, legal or otherwise for any accidents.

SALE DAY PHONE NUMBERS:
Sydney: 678.989.7189  •  Butch: 701.570.3604  •  Kurt: 816.520.6447  •  Amber: 701.641.8792
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NOTES:

Riley Jo with a Generation 2100 heifer
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8533 114th Ave NW, Wildrose, ND 58795
www.glasoeangus.com  |  701.539.2338

GLASOE ANGUS

G A Genesis 721 | 18925069 | BW 74 lbs | 205 Days: 863 lbs
His first progeny due March 2019 and offered at 2020 Sale!

SAVE       DATE

2019 BULL SALE
March 28, 2019 - 1:00 P.M. | Sitting Bull Livestock Auction, Williston, ND

THE


